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Istat developed and applied a procedure consisting of the following steps: 

 

1. identification of the target population of enterprises: for the current test, the 
population includes 188,000 enterprises in industry and services (Manufacturing; Electricity, 

gas and steam, water supply, sewerage and waste management; Construction; Wholesale and retail trade repair of 
motor vehicles and motorcycles; Transportation and storage; Accommodation and food service activities; Information 
and communication; Real estate activities; Professional, scientific and technical activities; Administrative and support 

activities; Repair of computers) with at least 10 employees; 

 

2. access to already available URLs for 73,000 enterprises (from 3 different rounds 
of the ICT survey and from third part data (Consodata); 

 

3. for each one of these 73,000: 
I. use of search engine BING 

a. input: denomination of the enterprise  
b. output: first 10 links 

II. for each link:  
A. access to the website, search for a number of items: 

a) telephone number 
b) VAT code 
c) Municipality 
d) province abbreviation 
e) zip code 

B. computation of a score based on the above items (found: yes/no) 

4. for each enterprise, the link with the highest score is selected, and the resulting 
set is used to fit a logistic model in order to estimate the probability of having found 
a correct link, based upon on the predictors: telephone number, VAT code, 
municipality, province, zip code (found: yes/no) 
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5. application of the logistic model to the links found (same as in step 3) for the 
remaining enterprises. Using thresholds that minimize false positives, we found; 
o 22,218 reliable links 
o 10,260 to be checked (with a crowdsourcing platform). 

With the above steps, we obtain a total of about 95,000 URLs without interactive 
controls  and about 105,000 URLs with interactive controls on an estimated total 
number of 130,000. 

 

 

 

Details 
(For references to processing modules, see the Appendix) 

 

 

Computation of the scores for each link 
 

For each link scraped by UrlCrawler the UrlScorer program generates a vector of 
numbers, something like this : 
 207101 
Every position in the vector contains a number that usually means: 
“a specific characteristic in the web page was found or not” (eg. presence of the 
telephone number) 
For each element of the array we calculated the confusion matrix that would have 
been obtained if we used just that element for classification purposes. 
Based on that confusion matrix we computed standard performance measures:  

o precision 
o recall 
o f-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) 

 
Then we assigned as raw weights to the elements of the vector the f-measures of 
the corresponding confusion matrixes.  
Lastly we normalized the raw weights so that the sum of the final (adjusted) weights 
is 1000. 
In order to assign a final score to a link we summed the normalized weights of those 
elements that were actually present in the vector returned by UrlScorer. 
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Logistic model  
 

The script for preparing data and fitting the logistic model is “LogisticModel.R” (see 
in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). 

 

The set of 73,000 enterprises’ links has been divided in equal parts in a train and in a 
test set. 

The fitted model was the following: 

 
glm(formula = correct_Yes_No ~ ., family = binomial(logit), data = train[,  
    2:ncol(train)]) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-2.3971  -0.7113   0.3415   0.6040   2.6650   
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)   -3.629861   0.055026 -65.966  < 2e-16 *** 
telephone      0.107994   0.026948   4.007 6.14e-05 *** 
simpleURL      0.797211   0.028717  27.761  < 2e-16 *** 
link_position  0.298217   0.005246  56.846  < 2e-16 *** 
VAT            1.997683   0.028593  69.865  < 2e-16 *** 
municipality   0.262655   0.040320   6.514 7.30e-11 *** 
province       0.487161   0.040835  11.930  < 2e-16 *** 
zip_code      -0.002322   0.032067  -0.072    0.942     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 60679  on 43807  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 39806  on 43800  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 39822 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5 

 

All the predictors are influent with the exception of the zip_code. 

Once applied to the test set, the results have been the following: 

 
Logistic with 10 classes 
 
 Upper four classes taken as correct links  
 
        score_class true false classification_error group 
1     [-3.52,-2.37]  487  3963           0.89056180     1 
2     (-2.37,-1.62]  506  3853           0.88391833     2 
3    (-1.62,-0.985]  698  3899           0.84816184     3 
4   (-0.985,-0.389] 1168  3290           0.73799910     4 
5  (-0.389,-0.0407] 2424  2667           0.52386565     5 
6   (-0.0407,0.707] 2331  1153           0.33094145     6 
7      (0.707,1.61] 3617   795           0.18019039     7 
8       (1.61,2.06] 3711   514           0.12165680     8 
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9        (2.06,2.7] 4325   494           0.10251089     9 
10       (2.7,2.81] 3575   339           0.08661216    10 
 
 Recall:  0.6666667 
 
 Precision:  0.8766839 
 
 F1 measure:  0.7573859 
 
 Lower five classes taken as incorrect links  
 
 Recall:  0.2312845 
 
 Precision:  0.2301459 
 F1 measure:  0.2307138 
 
 
 Percentage of enterprises to submit to crowdsourcing:  0.07952704 
 
 
 with expected positives:  0.1020489 

 

In other words, if we set a take-positive threshold to 0.707, we take  all records 
exceeding this value as positive. In this case, we cover the 66,6% of all positives, 
with an error of 12,3%. 

If we set a take-negative threshold to -0.0407, we consider as negatives all records 
below this value, thus excluding 23,1% of positives. 

By considering the 6th class as to submit to crowdsourcing, we expect it contains the 
remaining 10% of positives. 

 

 

+ 
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Appendix 1 
 

PROCEDURE FOR LINKS RETRIEVAL AND SCORE ASSIGNMENT 

The procedure contains several steps: 

Step number 1 

A custom java program (UrlSearcher) takes in input 2 files containing the list of the firm names and the 

corresponding list of firm IDs. For each enterprise the program queries a search engine (we are actually 

using Bing) and retrieves the list of the first 10 urls provided by the search engine, these urls are then 

stored in a file so we will have one file for each firm. At the end, the program reads each produced file and 

creates the seed file that is a txt file within wich every row is so composed: 

url_retrieved     +     TAB     +      
firm_Id     +     TAB     +      
position_of_the_url 
 
eg:  www.mywebsite.com/aboutus  111  3 
 

Step number 2 

A custom java program (UrlCrawler) takes in input 3 files:  
1) The seed file just produced 
2) A list of url domains to avoid (usually directories domains) 
3) A configuration file 

 
and for each row of the seed file (if the url is not in the list of the domains to avoid) tries to acquire the 
HTML page. From each acquired HTML page the program selects just the textual content of the fields we 
are interested in and write a line in a CSV file. The structure of each row is this: 
 
id + TAB + 
url + TAB + 
imgsrc + TAB + 
imgalt + TAB + 
links + TAB + 
ahref + TAB + 
aalt + TAB + 
inputvalue + TAB +  
inputname + TAB +  
metatagDescription + TAB +  
metatagKeywords + TAB +  
firmId + TAB +  
sitoAzienda + TAB +  
link_position + TAB +  
title + TAB +  
text_of_the_pagebody 
 

Step number 3 
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The CSV file is imported in the storage platform (we are actually using Solr). 
 

Step number 4 

A custom java program (UrlScorer) takes in input : 
1) A CSV file containing several rows, each row contains several information about a specific firm (ID, 

name, VAT code, ZIP code, telephone number, etc ) 
2) A reference to the storage platform 

 
For each row of the file (that is for each firm) the program extracts from the storage platform all the 
documents previously stored for that firm. At each document the program calculate a score vector and 
assigns a score on the basis of predefined conditions (eg: in the text of the document we can find the vat 
code or the telephone number ) and writes down a row in a CSV file with the following structure: 
 
firmId + TAB +  
linkPosition + TAB +  
url + TAB +  
scoreVector + TAB  
score 
 
The score vector is a vector with the following structure : 
 
2111111 
 
From the left side to the right side the meaning of each number is the following : 

1) Telephone number found in the text (2  found , 1  not found) 
2) Url in a “simple” form like www.firmName.com (1  yes, 0  no ) 
3) Link position (9  1st position, 8  2nd position, 7  3th position, . . . , 0  10th position) 
4) VAT code found in the text (1  yes, 0  no ) 
5) Municipality name found in the text (1  yes, 0  no ) 
6) Province abbreviation found in the text (1  yes, 0  no ) 
7) Zip code found in the text (1  yes, 0  no ) 

 
The score is an integer number from 0 to 1000. 

 

Step number 5 

The CSV file obtained in the step 4 is the input for the machine learning program that will try to predict the 
correct url for each firm.  
In order to be able to accomplish this task you have to instruct the learner in advance providing it a test set 
(a similar CSV file containing the extra boolean column “is the found url correct"). We created this test set 
using a custom Java program (UrlMatchTableGenerator) that merges the CSV file from step 4 with a list of 
correct sites. 
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Appendix 2 
 

PROCEDURE FOR LOGISTIC MODEL FITTING AND PREDICTION 

 

Script “LogisticModel.R” to fit the model 

 
###################################################### 

# Script to fit a logistic model to links 

# resulting from the use of the search engine 

# having in input the denomination of the enterprises 

###################################################### 

 

# Read data 

url <- read.csv("PunteggiPerGiulio_18_05_16.csv") 

url <- url[,c("COD_AZIENDA","SCORE_VECTOR","SCORE","MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT")] 

# Consider links for each enterprise 

a <- split(url,url$COD_AZIENDA) 

# Consider the link with maximum score for each enterprise 

url1 <- NULL 

for (i in 1:length(a)) { 

  url1 <- rbind(url1,a[[i]][a[[i]]$SCORE == max(a[[i]]$SCORE),][1,]) 

  cat("\n",i) 

} 

save(url1,file="urls_MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT.RData") 

url <- url1 

rm(url1) 

 

# Prepare data for logistic model fitting 

url$SCORE_VECTOR <- as.character(url$SCORE_VECTOR) 

url2 <- NULL 

url2$ent_code <- url$COD_AZIENDA 

url2$correct_Yes_No <- url$MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT 

table(url2$correct_Yes_No) 

url2$telephone <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,1,1)  

table(url2$telephone) 

url2$simpleURL <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,2,2)  

table(url2$simpleURL) 

url2$link_position <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,3,3)  

table(url2$link_position) 

url2$VAT <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,4,4)  

table(url2$VAT) 

url2$municipality <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,5,5)  

table(url2$municipality) 

url2$province <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,6,6)  

table(url2$province) 

url2$zip_code <- substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,7,7)  

table(url2$zip_code) 

url2 <- as.data.frame(url2) 

write.table(url2,"accoppiamenti_DOMAIN_NO_EXT.txt",sep="\t",quote=F,row.names=F,

col.names=T) 

urls <- read.delim("accoppiamenti_DOMAIN_NO_EXT.txt") 

 

# Prepare training and test set (50-50) 

set.seed(1234) 

v <- sample(c(1:nrow(urls)),round(nrow(urls)/2)) 
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train <- urls[v,] 

test <- urls[-v,] 

 

#train <- urls[1:round(nrow(urls)/2),] 

#test <- urls[(round(nrow(urls)/2)+1):(nrow(urls)),] 

 

 

table(train$correct_Yes_No)/sum(table(train$correct_Yes_No)) 

table(test$correct_Yes_No)/sum(table(test$correct_Yes_No)) 

t1 <- table(train$correct_Yes_No)/nrow(train) 

t1 

t2 <- table(test$correct_Yes_No)/nrow(test) 

t2 

quant <- round(t1[1],2) 

quant 

 

observTrain <- train$correct_Yes_No 

observTest <- test$correct_Yes_No 

 

 

# ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Logistic model 

logistic <- glm(correct_Yes_No ~ ., family = binomial(logit), data = 

train[,2:ncol(train)]) 

 

summary(logistic) 

predictedTrain <- predict(logistic, train[,2:ncol(train)]) 

hist(predictedTrain) 

t <- quantile(predictedTrain,quant) 

predictedTrain <- ifelse(predictedTrain > t,1,0) 

tavTrain <- table(observTrain,predictedTrain) 

tavTrain/nrow(train) 

 

predicted <- predict(logistic, test[,2:ncol(train)]) 

summary(predicted) 

hist(predicted) 

t <- quantile(predicted,quant) 

predictedTest <- ifelse(predicted > t,1,0) 

tavTest <- table(observTest,predictedTest) 

tavTest/sum(tavTest) 

 

ordinati <- cbind(test,predicted) 

 

aggr <- ordinati[,c("ent_code","predicted","correct_Yes_No")] 

colnames(aggr) <- c("ident","logistico","corretto") 

aggr$gruppo <- cut(aggr$logistico, 

breaks=quantile(aggr$logistico,probs=seq(0,1,0.1)),include.lowest=TRUE) 

aggr$corretti <- ifelse(aggr$corretto == 1,1,0) 

aggr$errati <- ifelse(aggr$corretto == 1,0,1) 

res <- aggregate(aggr[,c("corretti","errati")],by=list(aggr$gruppo),FUN=sum) 

 

res$errore <- res$errati / (res$errati+res$corretti) 

res$group <- c(1:nrow(res)) 

colnames(res) <- c("score_class","true","false","classification_error","group") 

  

pdf("plot_logistic_MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT.pdf") 

plot(res$group,res$true,type="l",col="red",ylim=c(0,max(res$true))) 

lines(res$group,res$false,type="l",col="blue") 

legend("topleft","blue=errors, red=correct") 

title("True and false by class of score (logistic model)") 

dev.off() 
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write.table(res,"res_logistico_MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT.txt",sep="\t",quote=F,row.nam

es=F,col.names=T) 

 

sink("logistic_MATCH_DOMAIN_NO_EXT2.txt") 

attach(res) 

cat("\n Logistic with 10 classes") 

cat("\n Upper four classes taken as correct links \n") 

cat("\n") 

res 

cat("\n") 

recall <- sum(true[7:10])/sum(true) 

cat("\n Recall: ",recall) 

precision <- sum(true[7:10])/(sum(true[7:10])+sum(false[7:10])) 

cat("\n Precision: ",precision) 

f1 <- 2*(precision*recall)/(precision+recall) 

cat("\n F1 measure: ",f1) 

cat("\n") 

cat("\n") 

cat("\n") 

cat("\n Lower five classes taken as incorrect links \n") 

cat("\n") 

 

recall <- sum(true[1:5])/sum(true) 

cat("\n Recall: ",recall) 

precision <- sum(true[1:5])/(sum(true[1:5])+sum(false[1:5])) 

cat("\n Precision: ",precision) 

f1 <- 2*(precision*recall)/(precision+recall) 

cat("\n F1 measure: ",f1) 

 

perc <- (sum(true[6]+ sum(false[6])))/(sum(true[1:10])+sum(false[1:10])) 

pos <- (sum(true[6])/(sum(true[1:10]))) 

cat("\n Percentage of enterprises to submit to crowdsourcing: ", perc) 

cat("\n with expected positives: ", pos) 

sink() 

 

save.image("URLs_19_05_16.RData") 

detach(res) 

 

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Script “LogisticModel.R” to fit the model 
 

 

###################################################### 

# Script to apply the logistic model to links 

# resulting from the use of the search engine 

# having in input the denomination of the enterprises 

###################################################### 

 

# Read data 

url <- read.delim("punteggiTestSet.csv") 

 

# Consider links for each enterprise 

a <- split(url,url$FIRM_ID) 

# Consider the link with maximum score for each enterprise 

url1 <- NULL 

for (i in 1:length(a)) { 

  url1 <- rbind(url1,a[[i]][a[[i]]$SCORE == max(a[[i]]$SCORE),][1,]) 

  cat("\n",i) 

} 

url <- url1 

 

# Prepare data for logistic model prediction 

url$SCORE_VECTOR <- as.character(url$SCORE_VECTOR) 

urls <- NULL 

urls$FIRM_ID <- url$FIRM_ID 

urls$LINK_POSITION <- url$LINK_POSITION 

urls$telephone <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,1,1))  

table(urls$telephone) 

urls$simpleURL <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,2,2))  

table(urls$simpleURL) 

urls$link_position <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,3,3))  

table(urls$link_position) 

urls$VAT <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,4,4))  

table(urls$VAT) 

urls$municipality <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,5,5))  

table(urls$municipality) 

urls$province <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,6,6))  

table(urls$province) 

urls$zip_code <- as.numeric(substring(url$SCORE_VECTOR,7,7))  

table(urls$zip_code) 

urls <- as.data.frame(urls) 

 

load("logisticModel.RData") 

urls$predictedScore <- predict(logistic, urls[,2:ncol(urls)]) 

urls$link <- ifelse(urls$predictedScore >= 0.707,1,0) 

urls$nonlink <- ifelse(urls$predictedScore <= -0.0407,1,0) 

urls$crowd <- ifelse(urls$predictedScore > -0.0407  

                     & urls$predictedScore < 0.707,1,0) 

table(urls$link) 

table(urls$nonlink) 

table(urls$crowd) 

write.table(urls,"links_scored.txt",sep="\t",quote=F,row.names=F,col.names=T) 

 


